ARC LTER Funding and PI history (ARC LTER has never been on probation)

1. NSF BSR-8702328. An LTER Program for the Alaskan Arctic.
   Lead PI: John Hobbie
   Cover page PIs: John O’Brien, Bruce Peterson, Gaius Shaver

   Lead PI: John Hobbie
   Cover page PIs: John O’Brien, Bruce Peterson, Gaius Shaver

   October 1998-September 2004
   Lead PI: John Hobbie
   Cover page PIs: George Kling, John O’Brien, Bruce Peterson, Gaius Shaver

4. NSF-DEB-0423385; “The Arctic LTER Project: Regional Variation in Ecosystem Processes and Landscape Linkages”
   1/15/2005-11/30/2010
   Lead PI: John Hobbie
   Cover page PIs: George Kling, John O’Brien, Bruce Peterson, Gaius Shaver

5. NSF-DEB-1026843, “Arctic LTER: Climate Change and Changing Disturbance Regimes in Arctic Landscapes”;
   12/1/2010-11/30/2016
   Lead PI: Gaius R Shaver
   Cover page PIs: W.B. Bowden, A.E. Giblin, G.W. Kling, C. Luecke